Hints about Research Data Sharing

- Data is posted (shared)...
- A paper is published...
  - => all social actions
  - technically: new IDs get generated and made available
  - URLs accessible

- Report about “sharing”
- Formally:
  - Citation (usable, path to source can be steep)
  - DOI (clickable!)
  - Publication list
  - Reports

- Informally?
  - “you can find this…”
  - in emails, chats, social nets
  - send URL
  - … and hope it will work
What can we do?

• Assemble relevant standards
• And showcase best-practice relevant for RD

• Assess *solutions* that are found all around
  • (e.g. publishers’ invitation to Google)
  • Review relevance of standards

• Why research data?
  • different access model
  • importance of interfaces and interoperability to make it more effective to act through the forest of available research